Abstract：An advantage of process incapability index over the classical process capability index is that it provides uncontaminated separation between process accuracy and process precision. However, the value of the index is hard to be obtained accurately when process parameters cannot be determined precisely. In such case fuzzy set theory can be applied to get more flexible and more sensitive information. In this article a fuzzy process incapability index is proposed when the specification limits are assumed to be type-2 fuzzy. When the process mean and variance are unknown and when the observations are measured imprecisely, three fuzzy estimators are considered. A simulation study is conducted based on a TFT-LCD fuzzy process. By employing the total integral value method to the membership function of a fuzzy index, the comparisons of quality among different processes become easier.
2 incapability index.
Introduction
A product is always categorized as "satisfied" or "un-satisfied" when its quality is assessed. For example, in educational field, pass or fail is given when the performance of a senior student is evaluated. However, does a one point less than the passing grade really means the student failed and should spend one more year on campus? The fallacy of the "binary quality" criterion in this example is clear. On the other hand, we regularly face uncertainty or vagueness in daily life, and find information is difficult to be described or interpreted accurately. It is known that inferential statistics are used to analyze data when uncertainty is random. Nevertheless, none random type of uncertainties, for instance those that are caused by incomplete information, by partial information, or by vague description, do exist but are not discussed in traditional statistical theory. Zadeh [1] introduced the fuzzy logic method officially that provided more information for such situation after the quantum philosopher Black [2] , and lead the data analysis to a new era. For example, Rabieha et al. [3] applied robust-fuzzy model on automobile industry. In general, signature recognition, facial recognition, medical device like blood pressure monitor, plat number recognition via speed photography or even the debate in court house are applications in reality where fuzzy theory can be applied.
Among all the known techniques in capability analysis, process (in)capability index provides numerical measures on whether a process conforms to the expected manufacturing capability. There have been many indices invented in the 3 past few decades, to name a few, the capability index p C , pk C (Kane [4] ), pm C (Chan et al. [5] ), pmk C (Pearn et al. [6] ) which are special cases of   , p C u v (Vanman [7] ). Greenwich and Jahr-Schaffrath [8] proposed the incapability index pp C which provides separate information about the process accuracy and precision. In 1998, due to the finding that the index pp C may reflect process potential and performance inaccurately, Chen [9] further improved the index by a transformation of pp C to get the incapability index " pp C .
For those fuzzy indices in the existing literatures, all articles published before 2017 are about classical type-1 fuzzy process (in)capability index where the membership functions are certain. However, type-1 fuzzy logic may be unable to model and minimize the effect of uncertainties. Meanwhile, it is possible that the exact membership function for a fuzzy set is not easy or even impossible to decide. Zadeh [10] introduced the idea of type-2 fuzzy which assumes that type-1 fuzzy sets had membership grades that were themselves type-1 fuzzy. In 2017, Parchami et al. [11] applied the concept of type-2 fuzzy to process capability indices p C , pk C and pm C based on crisp data. In this research, due to the merit of process incapability index, an interval type-2 fuzzy process Incapability Index " pp C is proposed.
The rest of this article is organized as the following: Section 2, a brief literature review. Section 3, a fuzzy incapability index is defined. Section 4, three fuzzy estimators of the fuzzy index are considered. Section 5, a simulation study. Section 6, discussion and conclusions. 4 
Literature Review
The application of fuzzy theory on capability analysis has been discussed extensively in the past decades. Among others, by assuming the specification limits were triangular fuzzy, Parchami et al. [12] proposed fuzzy process capability indices p C , pk C , pm C , pmk C ,
 
, p C u v , and discussed the relationship among them. Under the same assumption for the specification limits, Parchami et al. [13] considered the confidence interval for fuzzy process capability index p C Moeti et al. [14] revised Parchami [12] for the general case by assuming that the specifications were L-R fuzzy intervals. In 2008, Parchami et al. [15] discussed the consistency of the confidence interval they proposed in [12] . In 2009, Parchami and Mashinchi [16] conducted a test for the fuzzy process capability index p C . If the process mean and variance were fuzzy but the specification limits were crisp, Wu [17] and fuzzy analysis hierarchy process. Kaya [29] gave an overview of the fuzzy sets on process capability analysis.
There are relatively less articles about fuzzy aspect of the incapability index pp C after it was proposed by Greenwich and Jahr-Schaffrath [8] in 1995. In 2010, Wu and Liao [20] evaluated process performance based on pp C for measurements with uncertainty. They assumed that the process mean and the process variance were fuzzy but the specification limits and target were crisp. In 2012, Kaya and Baraçli [30] discussed the case that process mean, variance, specification limits, and target were all assumed to be fuzzy. In 2014, Kaya [31] discussed the process incapability index under fuzziness with an application for decision making.
There are even fewer articles about fuzzy aspect of the incapability index " pp C than about pp C . In 2012, Kaya and Baraçli [30] discussed the situation when the process mean, process variance, specification limits, target were all assumed to be fuzzy. Abbasi and Sadeghpour Gildeh [32] applied fuzzy critical value for the hypothesis testing problem by assuming that both process mean and variance 6 were fuzzy but the specification limits and the target were fixed. 
Type-2 fuzzy Process Incapability Index
For the ease of computation, these α -cuts are integrated, and the fuzzy number of the specification limits is obtained as the following: 
TT  , μ and When do the computation, for those terms with an interval expression in the denominator, the left end point of each case must be divided by the right end point of the denominator, and the right end point is derived by dividing the numerator by the left end point of the denominator. . Therefore, the index " pp C is a function of the difference and the sum of the specification limits. 9 Based on the intersection of interval type-2 fuzzy upper and lower specification limits (Parchami et al. [11] , see Fig 1) , the difference and the sum between interval type-2 fuzzy specification limits are defined as the following: USL LSL 2T  1  1 USL LSL  min T LSL, USL T  3  3  2  2 2T  are unknown they must be estimated before any further study can be made. On the other hand, in reality, since continuous characteristics may not be easy to observe precisely, data collected are basically fuzzy. A good reference about fuzzy data is by Viertl [33] .
Fuzzy estimators of
Examples for fuzzy data can be found in Filzmoser and Viertl [34] , Wu [17] , Chen, Lai and Nien [19] and references from there in. 
Inspired by the unbiased estimator of 2 σ based on   100 1 β %  confidence interval that was proposed by Buckley [37] , an unbiased fuzzy type-2 estimator 
 is an estimator of the kurtosis γ , and 
In Hummel et al. [39] , methods for estimating population variance were discussed for several distributions. They concluded that with absolutely no distributional assumptions, the adjusted chi-square method was recommended based on its reasonable performance and its theoretically logical extension from the traditional Chi-square method (which was the best if the underlying distribution was normal). Based on their result, one more type-2 fuzzy estimator , pp Adf C .
Simulation Study
To discuss the results from above, an example relates to a thin-film-transistor At the beginning of a TFT-LCD manufacturing process, the distance D1 between lines L1 and L2 on first layer (see Fig 3) is a concern due to the fact that if D1 is too wide or too narrow, it will cause defects on the second or third layer of the TFT, and the products may need to be scraped or reworked, which will lead to the conclusion that the process fails. In reality, to improve the yield for such kind of processes, without affecting further progress, engineer may consider to modify the tolerance specification limits, so that the process can be classified as capable.
Since the optimal range of modification becomes important, fuzzy theory is therefore considered to study the suitable level of modification.
In 2013, Park et al. [40] proposed a new edge detection algorithm which used facet model that can provide more stable and accurate TFT -LCD pattern, and can detect the edge most reliably and precisely compared to other algorithms. With such an algorithm, the standard deviation of measurement can be quite small.
However, a company may rather adapt an algorithm which has less precision in the measurement due to certain restrictions or constraints in reality. By using the sample data given in their paper, the quality of processes which have the same mean but different standard deviation will be discussed in the following via three fuzzy estimators of the fuzzy process incapability index " pp C to see the effect of variance to the diagnosis of quality.
Assume the mean distance D1 between L1 and L2 of first layer in a particular
TFT-LCD process is 36 respectively. It is obvious that even the quality is improved as the variability is reduced, none of the seven processes are adequate for producing products that conform to the prerequisite when the specification limits are crisp (See Table 1 (Chen & Chen [41] )).
Suppose based on some valuable information, under the condition that all the possible adjustments meet the company's requirement, the quality engineer confirms that the lower specification limit is roughly less than 35.65, and the upper specification limit is roughly larger than 37.05. Due to the advantage of type-2 fuzzy that it can handle the uncertainty of the membership function of 18 
which indicates that when the specification limits are relaxed, the processes are re-diagnosed as capable unless the variance is large. When the process mean and process variance are unknown or non-crisp, the value of " pp C cannot be determined precisely. In the following, based on the more or less imprecise data for D1, a capability analysis will be implemented by assuming that the specification limits are type-2 fuzzy. The performance of the three fuzzy estimators "
, pp B C , "
, pp NA C and "
, pp Adf C will be discussed. The simulation will be done via the computer language R, and the deffuzification will be conducted by using the total integral value (TIV) method (Lion and Wang [42] ). 
therefore the order of fuzzy incapability index is preserved by total integral value.
Our concern of the TFT-LCD process quality is the distance D1 on the first layer.
For convenient purpose, let's use X to represent it instead. Usually the continuous 20 quantity "distance" is more or less imprecise due to the limitation such as measurement equipment. When sampled over time, denote As shown in Fig 4, the graph of TIV drops rapidly at the beginning but slowly later as n increases. The rate of decreasing of TIV becomes insignificant when the sample size is greater than 100. Over all speaking, the TIVs for all three methods converge when the sample size reaches 300 (See Table 2 ). Compare with the case when the specification limits are crisp, the TIV gives completely opposite conclusion about the quality of process.
Part (a)~(c) of Fig 5~ Fig 7 are Furthermore, when the sample size is fixed, the standard deviation has similar effect on the three estimators (See Part (d)~(f) in Fig 5~ Fig 7) . . The pattern is similar to those with larger variance, except that the TIV is relatively small. Once again, the standard deviation does not have much impact on the membership functions.
Discussion and conclusions
Usually a process was diagnosed as incapable if the related measurements fall outside specification limits. In order to increase the process yield, engineers may modify the specification limits. In this article, as a function of process mean, variance and type-2 fuzzy specification limits, a fuzzy type-2 incapability index " pp C is proposed. In reality, process mean and process variance are hardly known precisely which cause the difficulty in computing A simulation study shows that minimal sample size 25 is required to make the normal approximation approach applicable for computing the estimator " As the simulation results show, the effect of sample size is significant on the estimation, but the effect of the process variance is relatively weak especially when the sample size is large. It is interesting to ask if a manufacturer should adopt an algorithm that leads to much higher precision at the cost of paying much higher price.
The estimators proposed for the fuzzy incapability index " pp C are based on a fuzzy normal data, and one needs to verify the normality of fuzzy numbers that is used in our discussions. Since we are dealing with interval fuzzy numbers, only the end points are used in the estimating procedure. Therefore, checking the normality of end points will be sufficient. Let analysis is still valid when normal quantile z replaces t quantile. Take the TFT-LCD given in section 5 as the example. Suppose the distance D1between L1 and L2 on the first layer is measured unit by unit over a period of time, then the plot of D1 will make it looks like a bell-shaped fuzzy number. Table 3 lists partial data of D1.
The p-value based on Shapiro-Wilk test is larger than 0.1 on both end points, and is higher than the ordinary level of significance. Hence, there is no significant evidence to reject the hypothesis that both , the conclusion about the quality of a production line will be completely reversed when k increases as shown in Table 4 . For those k's where k   away from the crisp specification limits is acceptable, in order to maintain the reputation of a company, the degree of modification k must be determined wisely and cautiously.
In conclusion, based on type-2 fuzzy incapability index, a process may be categorized as capable without ruin the whole system if the quality specification 25 limits are chosen properly. However, it is better to keep the process variance in mind to avoid other possible problems. Currently there is neither theoretical rules nor superior strategies to follow for how to pick the fuzzy specification limits, trial and error is the way engineers use. At last, the current research is focused on the case of which the characteristic of quality follows a normal distribution, the non-normal case will be studied in the near future. 27 pp. 6192-6200 (2010).
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